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ABSTRACT
Database-centric systems strongly rely on SQL queries to manage and manipulate their data. These SQL commands can range from very simple selections to queries that involve several tables, subqueries, and grouping operations. And, as with any important piece of code, developers should properly test SQL queries. In order to completely test a SQL query, developers need to create test data that exercise all possible coverage targets in a query, e.g., JOINs and WHERE predicates. And indeed, this task can be challenging and time-consuming for complex queries. Previous studies have modeled the problem of generating test data as a constraint satisfaction problem and, with the help of SAT solvers, generate the required data. However, such approaches have strong limitations, such as partial support for queries with JOINs, subqueries, and strings (which are commonly used in SQL queries). In this paper, we model test data generation for SQL queries as a search-based problem. Then, we devise and evaluate three different approaches based on random search, biased random search, and genetic algorithms (GAs). The GA, in particular, uses a fitness function based on information extracted from the physical query plan of a database engine as search guidance. We then evaluate each approach in 2,135 queries extracted from three open source software and one industrial software system. Our results show that GA is able to completely cover 98.6% of all queries in the dataset, requiring only a few seconds per query. Moreover, it does not suffer from the limitations affecting state-of-the-art techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION
SQL queries form the heart of database-centric applications, which can range from systems dealing with customer relations to applications managing medical data for hospitals. Software engineers are then required to test such SQL queries as intensively as they test program code. However, the complexity of generating test data required to fully test a SQL query grows together with the complexity of the query itself.

Consider a SQL query that joins two tables and contains two predicates:

```sql
SELECT items.* FROM invoice
JOIN items ON invoice.id = items.invoiceid
WHERE amount > 1000 OR taxFree = true
```

This SQL query returns all items of invoices that either have amount greater than 1000 or that are tax free. To test this query rigorously, the tester may want to follow some coverage criteria, such as to exercise all “branches” that can be executed in this SQL query. Thus, the tester needs to target 1) the JOIN relation, 2) the left predicate (amount > 1000) to be evaluated to true, 3) the right predicate (taxFree = true) to be evaluated to true. For that to happen, the two tables should contain the right data that satisfies each of these targets. While in this illustrative example, generating test data can be done by a human, in more complex cases, e.g., queries with multiple JOINs, predicates, and subqueries, the number of targets grows, and the generation of data that test all the branches of a SQL query becomes a difficult and time-consuming task.

Researchers have proposed approaches to automatically generate test data to support developers testing SQL queries [4, 11, 21, 34]. These approaches transform the test data generation problem into a constraint satisfaction problem [36]. Subsequently, they use constraint solvers, such as Alloy [19] and Choco [20] to generate test data solving the constraints. However, such approaches suffer from two important problems that may prevent them from being used in large software systems: First, due to limitations of the existing constraint solver tools, these approaches commonly do not support strings and any kind of string manipulation. Secondly, mapping the entire SQL language to a constraint satisfaction problem is a highly complex task. As a consequence, these approaches commonly do not support JOIN expressions, subqueries, and specific database functions, such as date/time functions.

At the same time, SQL queries often contain JOINs, subqueries, strings, and database-specific functions. For example, 30% of the queries in SuiteCRM, a large open source web application that manages customer relationships, contain at least a single JOIN, and 28% of the queries in Alura, a closed-source e-learning web application, contain at least one subquery. Consequently, the aforementioned limitations of existing solutions clearly reduce their applicability to real software systems.
To enable the generation of test data for SQL queries as a search-based problem. We opted for search-based techniques since they have been successfully applied in various software testing scenarios (e.g., white-box unit testing [24] and regression testing [38]), handling complex data structures (e.g., Java objects [13]), and for string search problems [1].

Given a SQL query, its respective database schema and a collection of coverage requirements, we implement and evaluate three different search approaches, namely random search, biased random search, and genetic algorithms, to populate tables with test data meeting a given testing criterion. The random search explores a set of randomly generated data; the biased random search improves the pure random search by seeding constants that can be extracted from the SQL query under test. Finally, the genetic algorithm (GA) is guided by a fitness function based on data collected from the physical query plan generated by a fully-functioning instrumented database engine.

We provide an implementation of the three approaches in a tool, named EvoSQL. To evaluate the three approaches, we execute them on 2,135 queries extracted from 4 software systems, one of them being from an industry partner. Our results show that the GA is able to completely cover 2,106 queries (98.6%) of our dataset. On average, the GA takes 2 seconds to cover queries up to 10 different coverage targets, and 15 seconds to cover queries up to 20 different coverage targets. Interestingly, we observe that the GA does not get stuck in JOINs, subqueries, or string manipulation, and thus, shows advantages over the two other search algorithms.

Our study leads to the following four contributions:

- A formulation of the test data generation problem for SQL queries as a search problem together with the definition of three different search algorithms tailored to generate test data for SQL queries (Section 3).
- An open source Java implementation of the approach, namely EvoSQL (Section 4).
- An empirical study on the effectiveness, performance, and difficulties that the three approaches face on 2,135 queries extracted from four software systems (Section 5), demonstrating that the genetic algorithm reaches full coverage for almost all cases in 2-15 seconds, making the approach usable in a practical setting.
- A replication package containing the queries and schemas used in our evaluation that can help researchers in reproducing and improving our results [7].

2 SQL TEST ADEQUACY

To enable the generation of test data for SQL queries, we must first select a test adequacy criterion. SQL queries contain different syntax and semantics that can be exercised, e.g., joining, grouping, and aggregation. Consider the following SQL query:

```
SELECT *
FROM Product
WHERE Category = 'Toy'
```

It contains at least two different scenarios that could be tested: (1) when a row contains `Category = 'Toy'`, and (2) when a row contains `Category != 'Toy'`.

Tuya et al. [37] propose SQLFpc, a full predicate coverage criterion for SQL queries which takes into account logical operators, joins, grouping, aggregations, subqueries, case expressions and null values. Given a SQL query, SQLFpc produces coverage targets in SQL formats. Such SQL targets are satisfied when the database returns at least a single row after being populated with test data and then executed.

As an example, SQLFpc would generate two coverage targets for the query above:

1. `SELECT * FROM Product WHERE (Category = 'Toy')`, which is, in this case, the same as the SQL under test, and
2. `SELECT * FROM Product WHERE NOT(Category = 'Toy')`, which represents the negative counterpart.

A database that contains two rows (Row 1 = \{'Toy\}', Row 2 = \{'Car\}'\) would achieve 100% of coverage for the SQL under test, as row 1 satisfies target 1, and row 2 satisfies target 2.

In this paper, we adopt the coverage criterion by Tuya et al. [37]. Nevertheless, we devise our approach in a way that other coverage criteria can be used. Our approach only requires a coverage criterion that (1) produces a set of coverage targets in SQL format, and (2) each target is considered satisfied when a database returns non-empty results after executing it against the generated data.

3 APPROACH

Given an SQL query under test, our goal is to generate test data that satisfies a coverage criterion. The test data generation problem can be formulated as follows:

**Definition 3.1 (Search Problem).** Let \( R = \{r_1, \ldots, r_m\} \) be the set of coverage targets for a query \( Q \) according to a coverage criterion. Find test data \( T \) that satisfies all coverage targets in \( R \).

To allow the application of search-based techniques, we (i) design an encoding scheme for representing solutions of the problem in Definition 3.1; (ii) define a fitness function measuring the optimality of each solution; (iii) select three search algorithms to find optimal solutions and thus solving our problem. These aspects are described in detail in the next subsections.

3.1 Solution Representation

Given a coverage target for a SQL query, the search space is represented by all possible combinations of database tables whose rows satisfy the target. A database table has a specified number of columns and can store any number of rows. The columns define the data type (e.g., string or integer) that each cell in a row can store. As an example, a table `Product` has three columns: name which stores strings, price which stores doubles, and size which stores integers. Rows in this table always contain three elements: the first cell stores a string, the second stores a double, and the third stores an integer.

Our encoding scheme represents the set of database tables that are used in the SQL query, where each of them contains a list of non-empty rows. More specifically, a candidate solution is a set of tables \( T = \{T_1, \ldots, T_n\} \), where each table \( T_i \) is composed of rows, i.e., \( T_i = \{R_1, \ldots, R_k\} \). Each row contains cells, i.e., \( R_j = \{V_1, \ldots, V_c\} \), where \( c \) is the number of columns in \( T_i \).
The tables and columns of a candidate solution are defined by the tables appearing in the target to solve. For example, let us consider the target `SELECT * FROM Product WHERE (price>100.00 AND size>10.00)`; a candidate solution for this target contains a list of rows for the previously defined table `Product`. As an example, a candidate solution for the query is:

\[
Product = \{ R_1 = \langle \langle T'V \rangle, 500.0, 60 \rangle \}\]

### 3.2 Fitness Function

To determine how close a candidate solution \( T \) is from covering a query target we need to define a proper fitness function. Usually, the fitness function is a distance measure \( f : T \to [0, +\infty) \) that takes as input a candidate solution \( T \) and returns zero if and only if \( T \) satisfies the given target. In our case, the fitness function is computed by analyzing the execution of a SQL query in a database engine and its physical query plan, the plan that the database internally devises to process the query. Therefore, before describing our fitness function, we need to introduce and describe the physical query plan.

#### 3.2.1 Physical query plan

For any SQL query to be executed, databases first convert the query into a physical query plan [17], which indicates the operations required to process the query as well as the order by which they need to be performed. The resulting physical query plan can be viewed as an ordered list of relational algebra operations in each of its nodes. As an example, nodes could contain a JOIN between two tables, or a predicate expressed in a WHERE statement. In the following, we refer to these relational algebra operations in the physical query plan as steps to satisfy.

Figure 1 depicts two examples of SQL queries and highlights the states in the corresponding physical query plan. Figure 1a contains a SQL query with a single step, which contains a single selection operation (`model = 'Ferrari'`). The SQL query in Figure 1b contains two steps: the physical query plan first commands the database to work on the JOIN (step one), and then, after that step is done, to work on the selection (step two). In the second case, if the JOIN does not produce an output (i.e., the predicate `Cars.tire_id=Tires.id` is not TRUE for any row in both `Cars` and `Tires` table), the database realizes that the query will return an empty result, and stops its execution before proceeding to step two.

The order of the steps in the physical query plan as well as the order of operations in each step is automatically computed by the database engine that performs different cost calculations to come up with the best order to execute them [17]. The physical query plan also takes into account the priorities that an operation may have over another, e.g., a subquery may need to be executed before a JOIN. Nevertheless, to cover a given query target \( r \), a solution has to go through all the steps in the query plan, which will only happen if all predicates are evaluated to TRUE for at least once.

#### 3.2.2 Fitness function definition

Executing a candidate solution against a given coverage target corresponds to executing all the steps in the plan. If a solution \( T \) fully satisfies all steps, i.e., predicates in all steps, then it satisfies the coverage target under test. Given our coverage criterion, satisfying a coverage target means that the query under test, when executed in a database that contains the solution \( T \), yields a non-empty result. If \( T \) does not cover the given target, it implies that some steps are not satisfied and the database engine terminates the execution before completing the last step in the query plan. In this case, we can measure the distance of \( T \) to cover the target by (1) counting the number of yet unsatisfied steps (step level), and (2) measuring how far \( T \) is to satisfy the step where the database engine stopped its execution prematurely (step distance).

Therefore, given a candidate solution \( T \) and a coverage target \( r \), we design our fitness function as follows:

\[
d(T, r) = step\_level(T, r) + step\_distance(T, L)
\]

In the equation above, \( step\_level(T, r) \) measures the number of steps in the physical query plan not executed by the database engine when running \( T \) against the target \( r \). The second function \( step\_distance(T, L) \) measures the distance of \( T \) in satisfying the first step \( L \) of the physical query plan that is not fully satisfied by \( T \), i.e., the step distance is computed for the step \( L \) where the database engine stopped its execution.

A step \( L \) is satisfied by \( T \) if all relational algebra operations in \( L \) are satisfied. Therefore, let \( O_L = \{ op_i, \ldots, op_h \} \) be the set of operations in a given step \( L \), the corresponding step distance for a solution \( T \) is defined as:

\[
step\_distance(T, L) = \phi \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{h} \phi[dist(T, op_i)] \right]
\]

where \( op_i \) is the \( i \)-th operation in \( L \), \( dist(T, op_i) \) denotes the distance of \( T \) to satisfy the relational operation \( op_i \), and \( \phi \) is the normalizing function \( \phi(x) = x/(x + 1) \) widely used in search-based software testing [24]. According to Equation 3, the step distance results in values in the range \([0; 1]\) and it is obtained by summing up the distances \( dist(T, op_i) \) for all operations in the step under analysis. All operations contribute in equal manner to \( step\_distance(T, L) \) as they are normalized before being aggregated with the sum operator.

The actual distance \( dist(T, op_i) \) for each operation \( op_i \in O_L \) is defined depending on the type of the values being involved. In particular, we identify the following operations and their corresponding operation distances:

(i) **Comparison operators.** The existing comparison operations in SQL (i.e., \( =, \neq, >, \geq, <, \) and \( \leq \)) can involve either numbers, booleans, strings, dates, or the special value NULL. For numbers and boolean values, the distance \( dist(T, op_i) \) corresponds to the standard branch distance defined by Korel [22]. For example, the distance for the equality \( price=10 \) is \( abs(price - 10) \) [22]. For strings, we use the enhanced edit distance defined by Alshraideh et al. [1] that combines the standard edit distance with the character distance.
We selected this distance as it performs best when dealing with string values in test data generation [1]. For dates, the distance is computed as the sum of the differences for each numerical calendar part: year, month, day, hour, minute, second, and millisecond.

(ii) Logical operators. For logical operations (e.g., AND) we used the traditional branch distance rules [22] that aggregate the distances of the logical expressions (predicates) involved in the operation. For example, the branch distance for the operation \( \text{price}=100.00 \) \( \text{AND} \) size=10.00 is \( d = \| \text{abs} (\text{price} - 100.00) + \text{abs} (\text{size} - 10.00) \| \).

(iii) SQL operators. There are five operators that are specific for SQL, which are: BETWEEN, IS (NOT) NULL, IN, LIKE and EXISTS. For these operators, we define the corresponding operation distances as described in the following.

The BETWEEN operator verifies whether a given value \( v \) is within the two given bounds, i.e., if \( lb <= v <= ub \) with \( lb \) and \( ub \) being the lower and the upper bound respectively. In SQL, this is equivalent to \( lb <= v \) \( \text{AND} \) \( v <= ub \) and, therefore, we use the corresponding branch distance rule for the AND operator.

The IS NULL operator returns TRUE when the value \( v \) under inspection is NULL, and FALSE otherwise. The IS NOT NULL operator is equivalent to NOT ( IS NULL ). Therefore, it is equivalent to the boolean operator \( v \neq NULL \) and it is treated as the not equal operator when computing the operation distance.

The IN operator verifies whether a given value \( lv \) (left term of the operation) is contained in the list on the right part of the operation. Such a list can be a constant list written in the query or the result of a subquery. This operator returns TRUE if at least one of the values in the list is equal to \( lv \). Therefore, the operation distance corresponds to the minimum branch distance between each \( e \) in the list and \( lv \), i.e., \( \text{dist}(T, op_i) = \min_{e \in \text{list}} |\text{abs}(lv - e)| \).

The LIKE operator performs pattern matching on a string. Therefore, its operation distance corresponds to the branch distance for pattern matching defined by Alshraideh et al. [1].

The EXISTS operator takes a subquery as a parameter. If the subquery (once executed) returns a value, then the operation is satisfied and its operation distance is zero. Otherwise, the operation distance corresponds to the operation distance of the subquery.

The JOIN operator merges two tables based on a list of join conditions, e.g., the condition \( \text{Cars}. \text{tire_id}=\text{Tires}. \text{id} \) for the SQL query in Figure 1b. Join conditions are equality operators between two columns, or between pairs of columns, to satisfy. Therefore, the operation distance for a join operation is computed based on the branch distance for equality operators: \( \text{dist}(T, op_i) \) is equal to the sum of the branch distances applied to all join conditions in \( op_i \).

### 3.3 Search Algorithms

In this paper, we consider three different search algorithms: (1) Genetic Algorithms (GAs); (2) random search; and (3) biased random search. The details of these algorithms are discussed below.

#### 3.3.1 Genetic Algorithms

GAs are stochastic search algorithms inspired by the Darwinian natural selection. These algorithms evolve a pool of \( N \) solutions (called population) using the fitness function to measure the quality of each solution. Initially, the population consists of randomly generated solutions, that correspond (in our case) to set of solutions as described in Section 3.1 and filled with randomly generated values (e.g., random integers). The population is evolved via selection and reproduction through various iterations, called generations. In each generation, individuals in the population are evaluated as follows: each individual is inserted into an in-memory database engine and executed against the target under analysis. The in-memory database is instrumented to give the complete execution trace of the query, step-by-step. This execution trace is therefore used to computed the corresponding fitness function as described in Section 3.2. After evaluating all individuals in the populations, the fittest individuals (parents) are selected using the tournament selection [18, 33] and then recombed using crossover and mutation. These two genetic operators generate new individuals (offspring) that inherit some properties (tables in our case) from their parents. Then, parents and offspring compete with each other and the \( N \) fittest individuals (according to the fitness function for the target under analysis) are selected to form the population of the next generation (elitism). The selection-reproduction cycle ends if one individual in the current population achieves a zero fitness value meaning that it covers the given coverage target; otherwise the search is terminated when the maximum search budget allocated for the current target is reached.

The details of the genetic operators implemented for our problem are discussed in the next paragraphs.

#### Crossover

As explained in Section 3.1, in our case an individual (or solutions) is a set of tables \( T = \{ T_1, \ldots, T_n \} \). Therefore, the crossover operator has to generate two offspring by shuffling the tables in the parent solutions. To this aim, we used the uniform crossover [5]: given two parents \( T = \{ T_1, \ldots, T_n \} \) and \( X = \{ X_1, \ldots, X_n \} \), the uniform crossover uses a random binary vector (crossover mask) to decide which offspring inherits each table in \( T \) and \( X \). The mask \( b = \{ b_1, \ldots, b_n \} \) has the same length as the parents (i.e., the number \( n \) of tables), one binary element for each table in the solutions. If the binary element \( b_i \) is one, then the first offspring inherits the table \( T_i \) (from the first parent) while the second offspring inherits \( X_i \) (from the second parent); otherwise, the first offspring inherits \( X_i \) while the second inherits \( T_i \). Notice that parents and offspring always have the same number of tables.

#### Mutation

When an individual \( T = \{ T_1, \ldots, T_n \} \) is mutated, there is a \( 1/n \) probability for each table \( T_i \in T \) to be mutated, so on average, one table is mutated in \( T \). Three types of mutations can be applied to each \( T_i \in T \), which are in order of their application delete, change, and insert. These operations have the same probability \( p_m \) of being applied and are not mutually exclusive, i.e., more than one mutation can be applied to the same table \( T_i \). Let \( T_i = \{ R_1, \ldots, R_k \} \) be one table with \( k \) rows in a given solution \( T \) to mutate. The delete mutation consists in deleting one random row from \( T_i \).

The change mutation modifies each row \( r \) in a table \( T_i \) with a probability \( p_c \). A row is modified by randomly changing one of its values. Let \( r_j \) be the row to mutate; each cell in \( r_j \) is modified with a \( 1/c \) probability, where \( c \) is the number of columns in \( T_i \). Elements are mutated depending on their types: floating-point numbers are modified using the polynomial mutation [10], which is standard for real numbers; integers are mutated by using a delta mutation, i.e., by adding or removing a delta value randomly generated from the interval \([-10; 10]\); a date is mutated by applying the same delta mutation to all its calendar parts (e.g., days); strings are mutated by adding, removing or replacing characters [1]; finally, boolean
are mutated by flipping their values (e.g., from true to false). If the column to mutate is nullable, one of its value is set to NULL with a probability $p_{null}$.

The last mutation operator adds one row to a given table $T_i$. It either duplicates one existing row in $T$ or it adds a newly randomly generated row (i.e., a row containing randomly generated values).

In a given query under test, not all columns of the table are exercised. Therefore, we limit its search space by ignoring columns that are not used by any predicate, and instead, considering the other columns to which we refer to as mutable columns. The approach uses a naive technique to identify the mutable columns: if a column is used anywhere in the query’s important clauses (FROM, WHERE, GROUP BY, HAVING), it is added to the list of mutable columns.

Seeding strategies. Seeding is the technique of inserting values from a seeding pool into the population with some probability. The values in the seeding pool are extracted using the knowledge taken from the query under test. Our GA uses a seeding pool containing all constants (e.g., strings and integers) appearing in the query. This is because a query may contain comparisons with constant values. Each constant in the query is extracted and added to the column seeding pool, which will be used to be seeded into columns of the generated individuals, when mutating a row.

We use a further seeding strategy specific for join operations. A typical SQL predicate for joining two tables together is an equality between two columns. Each predicate of the form $column_1 = column_2$ adds a logical link between the two columns. Therefore, the seeding is applied by copying some values from $column_1$ into column $column_2$, and vice versa.

Post Processing. Readability of the generated data is important when it comes to comprehending the SQL query and writing test cases for it. To improve the readability of the generated data, when a solution is found, we apply a naive row minimization technique: for each table $T_i$ in the generated solution $T$, we remove all rows that do not contribute to covering the coverage target under analysis.

3.3.2 Random Search. As for GAs, random search is executed against each target to cover independently. It iteratively generates random solutions, and this process is repeated until the coverage target is satisfied (i.e., the coverage target, when executed against the generated data, yields a non-empty result) or the maximum search budget allocated for the current target is reached.

Random search is a simple algorithm that does not evolve existing solutions. However, it is often used in the literature as baseline the to test the complexity of the problem to solve and to assess the need for more advanced algorithms (e.g., GAs). Moreover, random search has been shown to outperform other search algorithms when solving specific problems [3, 30].

3.3.3 Biased Random Search. In addition to the simple random search algorithm, in this paper we used another variant of random search that uses the same seeding strategy used in GAs. Therefore, randomly generated solutions contain (with a given probability) values seeded from the constants appearing in the query (i.e., from the column seeding) or obtained by applying the seeding strategy specific for join operations.

3.3.4 Search budget allocation. All search algorithms described above can optimize only one single coverage target at one time. To solve multiple coverage targets they have to be executed several times, one run is executed independently for each coverage target. Therefore, the total search budget $SB$ given to test each query $Q$ is divided in equal manner among all coverage targets of the SQLFpc coverage criterion [37]. In other words, the local budget assigned for each coverage target is $SL = SB/m$, where $m$ is the total number of targets for $Q$. If one of the coverage targets is satisfied without fully consuming the local budget $SL$, the saved search time is used to dynamically increase the budgets for the remaining uncovered targets.

The coverage targets generated for a query differ from each other for only few spare operations and predicates (i.e., they are very similar). Therefore, test data covering one target may be very close to covering other similar targets (according to their fitness functions). For this reason, some solutions generated when optimizing previous coverage targets are used to seed the initial population in the GA.

4 OUR IMPLEMENTATION: EVOSQL

We provide EvoSQL, a tool implementing the database engine instrumentation, the fitness function and the three search algorithms described in the previous section. EvoSQL takes as input a query, a database schema, and a time budget, and returns test data for each SQLFpc coverage target. Our implementation is available open source and can be found in our GitHub [6] as well as in our appendix [7].

EvoSQL internally uses HSQLDB\(^1\), a Java relational database engine that supports the latest SQL standards and is able to run in-memory. We modified the source code of the database engine to instrument the physical query plan generated during a query execution, which is used to calculate our fitness function.

To extract the coverage targets, our tool uses the webservice that is made available by Tuya et al. [37]. The webservice receives as an input the SQL query and the database schema and returns a list of coverage targets in SQL format.

We disabled internal optimizations of HSQLDB as they would reduce the amount of information we could collect. In particular, we disabled (1) indexing, as it excludes rows that do not satisfy predicates of indexed columns without individually evaluating them, and (2) lazy AND/OR optimizations, i.e., short-circuit evaluation, which makes the engine potentially not evaluate all predicates.

5 EMPIRICAL STUDY

The goal of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of the three different search algorithms when generating test data for SQL queries. More specifically, we investigate the following research questions:

- **RQ1:** What is the coverage achieved by the proposed search-based algorithms?
- **RQ2:** What is the performance of the proposed search-based algorithms?
- **RQ3:** What causes the different approaches to not achieve 100% coverage?

\(^{1}\)HSQLDB - http://hsqldb.org/
5.1 Context of the Study

We evaluate the different search algorithms on 2,135 queries taken from four software systems:

- **Alura** is a closed source Java e-learning platform that uses Hibernate as layer between application and database. Hibernate generates SQL queries based on incoming data requests.
- **EspoCRM** is an open source web application to manage customer relationships (CRM). It uses a REST API backend written in PHP which communicates with a MySQL database.
- **SuiteCRM** is another open source CRM. It is a fork of the SugarCRM Community Edition, and is written in PHP. The database it uses can be either MySQL, MariaDB or SQL Server. For our evaluation, we used MySQL.
- **ERPNext** is an end-to-end business solution that manages business information (ERP stands for Enterprise Resource Planning). It is built on top of the Python & JavaScript framework Frappe and uses MariaDB.

We chose these systems because they are database-centric, i.e., they make intensive use of databases and, thus, contain a large number of SQL queries. In addition, these systems are written in three different programming languages (Java, PHP, and Python), giving us a more diverse sample of projects and queries, as the way a developer writes a SQL query might be influenced by the overall ecosystem of the chosen language (e.g., Java developers typically used Hibernate to generate SQL queries). Apart from the industrial system, all others can be found on GitHub, enabling other researchers to reproduce our results.

The queries were collected by executing the test suites of each system and mining the generated database logs. Table 1 shows the total number of queries collected per system as well as the number of queries selected in our empirical evaluation. For the query selection, we analyzed all extracted queries to filter out non-executable and duplicated queries. In particular, we filtered out **HSQldb and SQLFpc non-compliant SQL**, i.e., queries containing SQL constructs that are not supported by either HSQldb or SQLFpc. We also removed **duplicated queries**, i.e., similar queries differing by some constant values. For example, the queries `SELECT * FROM t WHERE a = 1` and `SELECT * FROM t WHERE a = 2` are similar, as their only difference is a constant (1 and 2). As there is no difference in solving these queries, we exclude duplicated queries. Finally, we ignored **queries with no predicates or other constraints**, i.e., queries with no conditional branches to be exercised, and thus, without coverage targets.

In Table 2, we report the characteristics of the queries in our dataset. As expected, the number of coverage targets of a query is strongly correlated with the number of its properties (Spearman correlation=0.95, p-value < 0.01). As queries with fewer properties could be easier to solve than (complex) queries with more properties, we control our results by the number of coverage targets.

5.2 Configuration of the Search Parameters

The performance of search algorithms is influenced by a large number of parameters. To identify the best configuration of parameters for the applied Genetic Algorithm (GA), we executed the algorithm in a training set that contained 100 queries. We carefully devised this training set to contain all SQL constructs that are supported by HSQldb, such as `JOIN`, `WHERE`, subqueries, and string functions. The training set is available in our online appendix [7]. To evaluate various possible configurations, we opted for a set of values and thresholds that are commonly used in applying evolutionary search algorithms on similar software engineering problems [14, 32]. The exercised configurations for different probabilities (in a total of 108 different combinations) are as follows:

1. **Null Mutation** ($p_{null}$) = \{(0.01, 0.10, 0.50), (2) inserting, deleting or duplicating a row ($p_m$) = (1/3, 1/6), (3) row change mutation ($p_c$) = (1/n, 1), where n is the number of rows in the mutated table, (4) seeding = (0.01, 0.10, 0.50), and (5) crossover = (0.0, 0.6, 0.75).

For each combination of probabilities, we executed the approach 10 times and averaged the execution time of the complete training set. At the end, we selected the configuration with the smallest execution time. The best configuration we identified is as the following:

- Population size = 50.
- Tournament size = 4.
- Null mutation ($p_{null}$) = 0.1.
- Inserting, deleting, and duplicating ($p_m$) = 1/3.
- Row Change Mutation ($p_c$) = 1.
- Seeding = 0.5
- Crossover = 0.75.
- Cloning from previous target population = 0.6.

The time budget for the search process is 30 minutes. Finally, to compare the biased random search with the GA, we set the same probability for seeding individuals which is 0.5.
5.3 Experimental Procedure
To answer RQ1, we executed the three approaches on the entire dataset. Given the randomized nature of the algorithms, we execute each of them 10 times. We perform 10 runs, the minimum suggested in literature [2] and a common choice for expensive experiments [15, 28], which is our case. For each query, we average their coverage across the 10 executions. We consider a query to be successfully covered if its average coverage is 100%, meaning that all its targets were covered in all 10 executions. If any target was not covered in any of the executions, that query is considered to be not fully covered. Such definition gives us the “worst-case view” on the results.

Throughout the research, we have experienced that some of the coverage targets that are produced by SQLFpc are infeasible. In most of these cases, this is due to some combination of predicates that cannot be satisfied, e.g., A > 10 and A < 10. Such infeasible targets may affect the analysis of our results, as a query would then be marked as not successfully covered. We manually analyzed each target produced by SQLFpc, and removed them from our analysis. In the end, we removed 127 out of the 12,991 total coverage targets.

To answer RQ2, we analyze the average execution time per query in each approach. Once more, we control the queries by their coverage targets to analyze whether this has an effect on the execution time. We provide descriptive statistics of each approach.

Finally, to answer RQ3, we train and understand a J48 decision tree [31] that classifies whether a coverage target is likely to be covered or not based on the results in RQ1, using R’s RWeka package. We use the following SQL constructs as features to the model: number of tables used, number of base predicates (does not include AND, OR, and NOT operators), number of inner joins, number of left joins, number of right joins, number of subqueries, number of aggregate functions (MIN, MAX, SUM, AVG, COUNT), number of non-aggregate functions (e.g., DATENOW, IFNULL), number of columns, number of WHERE clauses, number of GROUP BY clauses, number of HAVING clauses, number of string equality predicates, number of date equality predicates, number of EXIST predicates, number of LIKE predicates, number of IFNULL functions, and the SQL query’s total number of coverage targets.

As classes (failed and successful coverage targets) are not evenly balanced (there are more failing cases in the random search and more successful cases in the biased and GA search), we apply SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling TTechnique) to generate extra data points for the smaller class [8]. This way, both classes have equal size, which prevents the classifier from generating a biased model. Finally, to enable the model to be understood by a human, we limit the number of leaves in the tree by 10. We also report the accuracy of the generated models, i.e., the percentage of instances in our dataset that are correctly classified by the model. The accuracy gives us an estimate of how much we can trust on the model.

Replication package. We provide an open source replication package [7] that contains (1) our implementations of the three search-based algorithms, (2) the R scripts used to generate the analysis, and (3) the queries and schemas from all systems but the closed-source application Alura, which enables researchers to replicate and further compare with other tools.

6 RESULTS
6.1 RQ1: What is the coverage achieved by the proposed search-based algorithms?
In Figure 2, we show a boxplot of average coverage that each search-based approach achieved. In addition, in Table 3 we present the number of queries each approach was able to completely cover, controlled by the number of coverage targets. From this data, we observe that:

The random search proved to be highly inefficient. Among the 2,135 queries, the random baseline was able to completely cover only 140 (6.5%) of them. It also achieved a partial median coverage of only 33.75% among the remaining queries, and completely failed (i.e., achieved 0% coverage) in 605 queries (28.33%). Its ability to find a solution quickly decreases as the number of coverage targets increases. In practice, random search was only able to completely cover queries with less than 8 coverage targets. Still, the number of times it fails is relatively high even in queries with less targets, e.g., the random search was not able to solve any of the 21 queries with 1 or 2 coverage targets in SuiteCRM, and only 34 out of 263 queries with 3 or 4 coverage targets in ERPNext.

The biased search presents good efficacy in queries with less than 10 coverage targets. The biased search was able to completely cover 1,923 (90%) queries, had a partial median coverage of 79.76%, and completely failed only in 11 queries (0.05%). For queries with less than 10 coverage targets, the biased search could only not completely cover 66 out of 1,906 queries (3.46%). However, its effectiveness also decreases as the number of coverage targets increases. In particular, it rapidly decreases after 10 targets: it solved only 83 out of the 229 queries (36.24%) with more than 10 targets, and only 5 out of the 71 queries with more than 20 coverage targets.

The GA is the most effective approach. It completely covered 2,106 queries (98.64%), had a partial median coverage of 86.66% among the remaining ones, and did not completely fail in any of the queries in the dataset. The GA achieved high efficacy in queries with less than 10 coverage targets, as it did not completely covered only 3 out of 1,906 queries. However, we still observe that its performance decreases as the number of coverage targets increases. Still, the decrease is much smaller than in the previous approaches. Even in queries with more than 20 coverage targets, the GA was able to solve 53 out of the 71 existing queries (74.64%).

6.2 RQ2: What is the performance of the proposed search-based algorithms?
In Table 4, we show descriptive statistics of the average runtime of each approach. In addition, in Figure 3, we show the average query coverage given a time budget for the biased and GA approaches, respectively. We do not present data for the random search as it fails in most cases, and thus is not a competitor; the full data can be found in our online appendix [7]. We observe that:

The biased search is the fastest for queries up to 5-6 coverage targets. Both the GA and the biased search are able to solve queries up to 6 coverage targets in less than one second. However, the biased search is even faster than the GA for such cases, e.g., for queries
A time budget of one minute is enough for the GA to completely cover simple queries and to cover at least 70% of complex queries. A time budget of one minute is, on average, sufficient for the GA to completely cover queries with 6 coverage targets or less; for the biased search, the same occurs for queries with 4 or less coverage targets. However, for complex queries, the given 30

Table 3: Number of completely successfully covered SQL queries vs their total number.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># of targets</th>
<th>1 - 2 (656 queries)</th>
<th>3 - 4 (382 queries)</th>
<th>5 - 6 (408 queries)</th>
<th>7 - 8 (346 queries)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alura</td>
<td>SuiteCRM</td>
<td>ERPNext</td>
<td>EspoCRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>Biased</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 - 10</td>
<td>2/24</td>
<td>18/24</td>
<td>24/24</td>
<td>0/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alura</td>
<td>SuiteCRM</td>
<td>ERPNext</td>
<td>EspoCRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0/24</td>
<td>17/19</td>
<td>18/19</td>
<td>0/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ERPNext</td>
<td>EspoCRM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0/70</td>
<td>53/70</td>
<td>70/70</td>
<td>0/53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EspoCRM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0/1</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Descriptive statistics of the biased and GA approaches’ average runtime (in seconds).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1st quantile</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>3rd quantile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biased</td>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Biased</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>7.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>5.95</td>
<td>153.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>74.04</td>
<td>844.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-20</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>844.00</td>
<td>1539.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21+</td>
<td>1027.4</td>
<td>1688.00</td>
<td>1800.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: The average coverage of a SQL query (Y axis) in a given time budget (X axis, in minutes) controlled by the number of coverage targets. Figure better visualized in colors.

with 1-2 coverage targets, the biased search has a median runtime of 0.05 seconds, compared to 0.22 of the GA (a difference of 0.17s).

The GA becomes much faster than the biased search as the number of coverage targets increase. As soon as the number of coverage targets starts to increase, both the biased search and the GA become slower. However, the runtime of the biased search grows rapidly, while the GA’s runtime growth is less aggressive. As an example, the median runtime for the biased search in queries with 9 to 10 coverage targets is 5.95 seconds while GA presents a median of 1.48 seconds; for 11 to 15 coverage targets, the biased search takes, on average, 74.04 seconds (a 12x increase when compared to 9-10 targets) while the GA takes 3.65 seconds (an increase of 2.4x).

A time budget of one minute is enough for the GA to completely cover simple queries and to cover at least 70% of complex queries. A time budget of one minute is, on average, sufficient for the GA to completely cover queries with 6 coverage targets or less; for the biased search, the same occurs for queries with 4 or less coverage targets. However, for complex queries, the given 30 minutes budget does not seem enough for the biased search. In particular, even after 30 minutes, queries with more than 20 coverage targets achieve only 51% median coverage (not even appearing in the Figure, due to our scale). On the other hand, the GA needs a single minute to cover at least 70% of queries with more than 20 targets, and 90% in queries ranging from 16 to 20 targets. To achieve 90% of coverage in queries with more than 20 targets, the GA needs, on average, 4 minutes.
6.3 RQ3: What causes the different approaches to not achieve 100% coverage?

The decision tree models generated after the random search, biased search, and GA results, achieved an accuracy of 85.93%, 90.27%, and 91.88%, respectively. In the following paragraphs, we present and discuss them:

The random search cannot deal with JOINs and strings. The model classifies any query with JOINs as a failing one. In addition, even in queries with no JOINs, the existence of a single string equality also makes the model to classify the target as failing.

The biased search suffers from queries with many predicates. The model classifies any query with more than 6 predicates as a failing one. On the other hand, queries with 4 predicates or less are classified as successful. When the query contains between 4 and 6 predicates, the model uses the number of joins as a way to differentiate between them: the model classifies the targets with the existence of a single JOIN as a failing one. Interestingly, the strings feature does not appear in the model; we discuss more about this in Section 7.

The size of the query impacts the GA. The classifier classifies any query with less than 5 predicates or with more than 5 predicates and less than 60 columns as successful. No other feature seemed relevant to the model, meaning that the number of columns in a query is what impacts the performance of the algorithm.

7 DISCUSSION

7.1 Biased search vs Genetic Algorithm

Our results indicate that biased search, although highly efficient for simple queries, suffers in queries with many predicates. The numbers also show that, for simple queries, its runtime performance can be even better than that achieved by the GA. This can be explained in two ways: First, the experimental dataset contains several string comparisons and non-complex LIKE commands, both of which can be solved by seeding. Our dataset, however, did not contain more complex string manipulation functions, such as concatenations, left, right, length, reverse, or combinations of them. Although our data set suggests that these operations do not often appear in SQL queries, developers can use such functions.

After further investigation with manually created cases that did actually contain such operations, we observed that the GA is the only approach that is able to find solution in such cases. For example, the queries SELECT * FROM product WHERE length(name) = 12 AND left(name, 5) = 'REFRI' AND right(name, 7) = 'GERATOR and SELECT * FROM product WHERE reverse(name) = 'ROTAREGIRFER' are not solved by the biased search. On the other hand, given the instrumentation that we perform in the database engine to guide the fitness function, the GA approach solves this particular query in a few seconds. Although these queries are just examples, they illustrate how the biased search is unable to solve complex cases where guidance is needed.

Second, although the GA implementation has an initialization step that is similar to what happens in the biased search, at every iteration of the evolution, the GA spends time calculating the fitnesses, and applying the search operators. All these calculations do not happen in the biased search. Thus, for less complex queries, these extra actions that are taken by the GA explain the small difference in the runtime performance.

It is also worth noticing that the inefficiency of GA can be due to the single-target search strategy: GA is re-executed multiple times, once for each coverage target. However, such a search strategy often leads to an inefficient allocation of the search budget[14] as the order by which the targets are optimized (over independent runs) by GA strongly impacts the search effectiveness [14]. To address this limitation, various multi-target evolutionary algorithms have been proposed literature in the context of white-box unit testing [14, 28, 29]. Therefore, better results may be obtained when using these multi-target strategies, whose evaluation is part of our future agenda.

7.2 Implications

We designed and implemented EvoSQL with the working developer in mind, and anticipate the following usage scenarios:

(i) Query unit testing: As we saw in our experimental dataset, queries can be highly complex, containing many predicates and subqueries. EvoSQL provides developers with test data that completely exercises the query, enabling them to verify whether the behavior of the query is exactly as expected.

(ii) Query regression testing: Support developers in refactoring or evolving their queries, using data sets generated from an earlier version as an oracle to ensure that the queries preserve the desired behavior.

(iii) Integration testing: Support developers in writing integration tests, helping them to create the right data sets enabling them to trigger and test interesting interactions between code and queries.

The use of genetic algorithms for generating SQL test data opens up interesting areas for future research. Our current approach, based on HSQLDB, only exercises queries expressed by the standard SQL92 Specification. Different databases (e.g., MySQL, Oracle, Postgres) provide their own functions, data types, and constructs, which were not included in this study. Oracle, for example, provides a data type to store XML. For each database-specific function or data type, our proposed fitness function can be optimized with tailored branch distances, mutation operators, and random data generation.

From an integration perspective, dependencies on external infrastructures, such as databases and files, currently hinder the power of automated test generation tools [15]. Researchers have worked on achieving high branch coverage of source code that interacts with such infrastructure by either generating database test data from scratch or using previously existing databases [9, 12, 23, 27, 35]. However, we discuss in Section 8, they suffer from different limitations. Our GA approach has no such restrictions, suggesting that the interplay of our technique and source code test generation could increase test coverage substantially.

Finally, we did not consider local search or memetic algorithms (the combination of local and global search) [16]. Future research may explore the impact of combining local search with the global one on the coverage rate and performance.
7.3 Threats to Validity

With respect to internal validity, (1) we collected the 2,135 from the four systems after executing their existing test suites and extracting the SQL queries from the database logs. Thus, our dataset is limited by the queries that are actually exercised by their test suites. However, as we see in Table 2, the final dataset has shown to be diverse, ranging from simple queries with few constructs to large and complex queries with more than 20 columns and coverage paths. (2) The analysis of the infeasible targets that were generated by SQLFpc was performed manually. To reduce the risk of classifying a feasible query as infeasible, the analysis were conducted by the first two authors of this paper. (3) We defined the internal probabilities of the GA approach after performing experimenting different combinations of probabilities in a set of 100 tests. As testing all possible probabilities would imply in an explosion of combinations, we experimented a set of well-known intervals in the field [14, 32]. Nevertheless, there might be better configurations, and future work needs to be conducted on this matter.

With respect to external validity, we analyzed 2,135 from four different systems, three of them being open source and one of them being an industry system. Although systems were different in their programming languages as well as in their nature, more research needs to be conducted to generalize our results to SQL queries in any software system.

8 RELATED WORK

Several approaches [4, 11, 21, 34] have been introduced by researchers with similar goals to EvoSQL: generating test data or test databases based on one or more SQL queries. These approaches are based on constraint solving, which transform SQL queries to constraints and apply constraints solvers to satisfy them. Therefore, these approaches suffer from two main limitations, namely: 1) they are not able to describe the entire SQL syntax as constraints, and 2) solvers may not be able to satisfy certain constraints, e.g., when SQL queries involve common constructions such as subqueries and String predicates (in our evaluation set, 84.1% of queries contained such constructions).

EvoSQL takes a different approach and benefits from using an existing, fully functioning SQL database engine. As a consequence, all queries using standard SQL syntax are supported. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, none of the tools discussed in this section are available for download and re-implementing them would be a highly demanding task. This prevented us from doing an empirical comparison between them and EvoSQL. In the following, we discuss the existing approaches [4, 11, 21, 34] based on what is reported in their papers, and highlight the differences between our approach and them.

QAGrow, presented by Suárez-Cabal et al. [34], generates test databases for a set of queries, using SQLFpc [37] as coverage criterion. The approach generates test databases by formulating the problem of generating data for a query as a constraint satisfaction problem, in which the current database state is also taken into account. They then use a SAT solver, Choco [20], to generate the test data. They evaluated their approach on 215 queries taken from a closed-source system. On these queries, they achieved 99.0% SQLFpc coverage, in about two minutes time. However, QAGrow does not solve queries which contain strings and subqueries.

Emmi et al. [11] describe an algorithm to automatically generate test input for database applications. Their goal, however, is not to test the SQL query itself, but maximizing branch coverage of the program code under test. The approach also uses a constraint solver, where the constraints are a combination of the path constraints in the program and the database constraints. Although the approach handles string constraints (equality, inequality and LIKE), it supports only FROM and WHERE clauses, but no JOINs.

Khalek et al. [21] present ADUSA, a tool that generates test data for SQL queries. The paper uses the generated data to find faults in database systems, such as MySQL and HSQLDB. Thus, they generate repeated test data for the same SQL query. The approach models SQL queries into Alloy [19] specifications. ADUSA supports FROM, WHERE, GROUP BY and HAVING clauses. However, ADUSA only supports natural joins (an implicit join between two tables, using common column names) and cross joins (which have no predicates). In addition, the Alloy solver is unable to solve string constraints.

The QAGen tool, presented by Binnig et al. [4], also generates test databases with the goal of testing a DBMS. The approach uses a constraint solver to generate test data. The model is built using symbolic query processing, their extension of symbolic execution. QAGen does not support subqueries, and solely supports JOINs that use foreign key constraints in the JOIN predicate.

Finally, McMinn et al. [25, 26] have worked on generating tests for the integrity constraints (e.g., “must not be NULL” constraint) that may exist in a database schema using a search-based approach. Their work complements ours as, in practice, developers must completely test their databases: this includes both the integrity of the schemas as well as executed SQL queries.

9 CONCLUSION

The goal of this paper is to understand how to automatically generate test data systematically covering realistic SQL queries. To achieve this goal, we model test data generation for SQL queries as a search-based problem. We devise and evaluate three different approaches, based on random search, biased random search, and genetic algorithms. We define a fitness function that can be used to steer such algorithms towards an optimal solution containing the appropriate data to reach a given coverage target.

We offer an implementation of our approach in the open source tool EvoSQL, which we use to evaluate the applicability of our approach in practice. Using the 2,135 queries collected from real life systems, we demonstrate that (1) EvoSQL can handle the full SQL standard, including subqueries, JOINs, and string handling; (2) achieves 100% coverage for 98% of our queries; and (3) manages to do so in 2-15 seconds in most of the cases.

Our work paves the way for systematic and automated unit, integration, and regression testing of SQL queries. Furthermore, we anticipate interesting future research in terms of further optimizing the performance and effectiveness of the genetic algorithm, taking EvoSQL beyond standard SQL, making use of all integrity constraints of the schema to speed up the search, and letting the genetic algorithm take information obtained from the system’s source code into account as well.
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